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Chatting recently with sailing friends here in the Bay of Quinte area and 
ports east, I find that the annual pre-launch buzz around the boat yards has 
not been happening quite as early this year as in previous years.  Many boats 
are still tucked away under their winter covers, anxiously waiting the warmth 
of spring’s sunshine to once again rejuvenate them and their owners.

I encourage all Alberg sailors (including GLAA members past and present) who 
receive the GLAA newsletter to reach out to fellow Alberg sailors at your clubs 
and marinas.  As the Association enters its 51st year, membership is lower 
than it has been since 1967.  Having an Alberg Association for these beautiful 
and classically designed sailboats increases the value of our boat...whether it 
is a 22, 29, 30, 34 or 37. During a Phone Committee call, checking covers at 
your boatyard, at a work party or at a social gathering, when you come across 
an Alberg owner who is not a GLAA member take a few minutes and engage 
that Alberger in conversation...perhaps offer him or her a beer or rum...I’ve 
never known an Alberg sailor to turn down a free drink! ...and an opportunity 
to talk about their boats!!  Asking  why they love their Alberg will no doubt 
include a story or two of seaworthiness and ‘seakindliness’ ...unlike some 
of the newer ‘hotrod’ or ‘floating palace’ designs coming off boatbuilders’ 
assembly lines. Having an Alberg Association increases the value of all our 
good old boats.  
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Commodore’s Corner cont’d

New members and annual membership renewals contribute greatly to ensuring that ‘value’ and the 
GLAA will continue for years to come as dinghy sailors look to move up to a keelboat or ‘aging racers’ 
look for a more ‘comfortable’ sailboat that offers both competitive One Design racing and blue water 
cruising capabilities.  The Carl Alberg designed sailboat offers a sailor with any level of experience and 
skill a wonderful sailing experience!
Stimulating interest and participation in Association activities is crucial and an ongoing challenge.  This 
year will be no exception as more GLAA members are putting their boats up for sale.....our boats and a 
large portion of the GLAA membership are at a place in their lives where bodies and boats are growing 
older, and both require more 'maintenance'.  Sailing, for some, has become a chore and less enjoyable. 
The bottom line is the GLAA needs new members!

Our Association began as a One Design Racer/Cruiser class organization for racing Alberg 30 owners 
centered in and around  the Toronto area who happened to also enjoy cruising with their families every 
summer.  In fact, one such racer wrote a great story in an Aug-Sept edition of the 1968 newsletter called 
“The Racing Skippers’ Guide to Cruising.” These 'early' Alberg 30 racers participated in their clubs' 
weekly race series and if there were enough Alberg 30s, they would get their own start as a One-Design 
Class.....and the Alberg 30 Lake Ontario Association flourished.  There was lots of socializing, both 
on and off the water.. ...more than there has been for quite some time.   Since the '80s, the GLAA has 
expanded its membership to include other Alberg designs. Over the past few years, owners of A22s and 
A37s have also joined our group.   Though our One Design Racing today doesn't have quite the large 
number of boats coming out to the start line on a regular basis as there were in the early years (12-15 
boats and sometime more), there is currently a core of 4 committed Alberg 30 owners in the Toronto 
area, and others across the lake and at the west end.  If you would like to race or cruise but you are 
finding that it is difficult to find the time, consider participating in a GLAA event by offering to help the 
Executive. For example, the Director of Racing would certainly welcome the support of members' help 
on a race committee, either  with post race party arrangements or with  organizing an additional race 
this year.  Beginning this year, the GLAA is taking a different tack on its Cruising format, going from 
Annual Rendezvous events to Bi-Annual.  However, if anyone is interested in organizing an ‘informal’ 
cruise, please contact myself or the editor of our newsletter, Jeff Willis, with a few details, and an e-blast 
will be sent out to the GLAA membership on your behalf.
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 I get a little frustrated at the AGM because I really just want to have fun and catch up on all the 
news with my friends, but I need to be making notes in my secretarial role.  I get up the next 
morning to pleasant memories, and the most unbelievable jumble of papers and unreadable 
notes, so I have no choice but to write fiction. Only kidding about the fiction, but once in a while 
I need to check facts with someone else to straighten out my notes. Eventually it all gets done.
The 2014 AGM at Cherry Street Restaurant was attended by 34 members, partners and 
guests, representing 19 boats. Commodore Cathie Coultis reviewed the 50th anniversary year, 
complimented members on good attendance at 50th events, and is looking for member input via 
the ‘Members Questionnaire’. Throughout the evening an Alberg historical video, produced by 
Rob Feeney, was playing on the TV. The DVD was available for purchase, with proceeds going to 
the GLAA. 

Cathie announced the passing of two Alberg friends, Jim Cannon, former owner of A30, 
Hirondelle, and Douglas Stephenson, a former partner in Whitby Boat Works.  Doug contributed 
much material to the association archives.

The business portion of the meeting was fairly uneventful as it was not an election year and the 
GLAA Executive, except for Cruising Director, was remaining. Bill Newman has resigned after 
12 years of excellent service on the executive. One motion; to change the Bylaws to reduce the 
number of Directors at Large from two to one, was defeated after some calm but impassioned 
discussion. The other motion was simple housekeeping; CYA is now called Sail Canada, so the 
bylaws need to show that. Carried without discussion.

It seems that we can have a very enjoyable AGM meeting without always needing a guest 
speaker.  There is no shortage of informal storytelling, as the wait staff will attest to as they stand 
by hoping we will wrap it up soon. Anyone with strong opinions and/or ideas for guest speakers, 
please let Cathie know.

Cathie Coultis gave special recognition to the following people for exceptional service to the 
GLAA: Janet McNally for racing.  Rick and Celina for hosting the Syronelle party. Bev Dales 
for visitor’s accommodations. Bill Newman and Wendy Anderson for setting up the RCYC 50th 
Rendezvous. Phoebe Campbell for the 50th calendar. David Gilbert for providing A30 drawings. 
Ann and Sam Malcolmson for hosting the ‘Blah’s’ Party for many years.
Janet McNally handed out awards as per the racing report, and gave a special thanks to Cathie 
Coultis for all the hard work in organizing the 50th Anniversary events. (Much applause!)

Secretary’s Report by Gord Martin
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Although the signs of spring are few and far between these days in Ontario, plans for the racing season are well 
under way.

Right now is a good time to note the following dates on your calendar:
•	 The	Syronelle	will	be	the	weekend	of	June	19	–	21	at	National	Yacht	Club
•	 	The	Great	Lakes	Championship	is	on	Saturday	September	12	at		Aquatic	Park	Sailing	Club
•	 The	Rankin	Regatta	will	be	the	weekend	of	October	17	–	18	in	the	Chesapeake

Looking at these dates, you will see a long gap in the middle of the regular racing program.  We have a trophy-
the Bob and Mandy Townsend Memorial Trophy- looking for a race this year.  I would be happy to hear from 
anyone who is able to organize a race in either July or August to fill this gap. Family commitments have me 
unable	to	take	on	another	organizing	duty	in	mid	–	summer,	but	without	an	organized	cruise	this	year,	I	see	an	
opportunity for another very enjoyable event.  Please contact me if you or a group would like to plan for another 
great Alberg race event this summer.

More information on each event will be sent to you once the boats are launched and the 2015 sailing season is a 
reality.

 Racing Report by Janet McNally

Albergers Have Talent!

Do you have a skill, talent, or business you’d like 
to promote? Contact us, and we’ll be glad to 

provide a mention in our newsletter. 
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Greetings to everyone.

As we approach the 2015 sailing season I am ever aware of how much work remains to be 
done to get our website in order and back on track.

Lots is going on behind the scenes and, as information comes my way, I am making every 
effort to update and add to our available pool of information.  

Of note are two more Alberg 30s that have been listed for sale in our 'Marketplace' section.  
Follow the links to see which Alberg 30s they are.

Here is a list of other recent updates and changes:

1. Update to the Commodore's Letter.
2.  Dedicated Cruising and Racing pages have been added.
3. Calendar updates.  All the events of the 2015 season that have been confirmed are now easily 

accessible.   Got an event coming up that may be of interest to other sailors?  Let me know and 
I'll be happy to add it to the calendar.

Here are a few other items I'm working on:

1. Archives.  Our commodore has supplied me with lots of amazing archival data which will 
gradually start appearing on the site.  Watch for the addition of new material over the 
next few months.

2. Online order and payment system.  Soon, you will be able to order Alberg regalia and 
pay for your annual membership dues online.  We trust everyone will appreciate the 
convenience.

In addition, the hunt goes on for non-functional links and other errors in the pages.  The 
general “tweakage” continues.

If you are looking at the website or blog and you happen to notice a problem or can't find 
something that should be there, please email or call me directly.  This is the kind of feedback 
that will help make the site a better resource for everyone.

Stay tuned!
The best is yet to come.

Rob Feeney
Web Administrator

Webmaster’s Report by Rob Feeney
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Membership Report by Larry Richardson

Membership numbers are down a bit over past years. So far, 46 memberships are 
paid, and another 11 are listed as probable.

Please welcome new members Ivor and Chris Corbett, A37 Moon Child II and new 
member Daniel Swords, A30 Solitude, from Slidell LA (Lake Pontchartrain).
Additionally, Ken and Shannon Stephenson, former owners of A30 Rubber Ducky, are 
returning members.

 For those of you who intend to renew your GLAA membership but have not yet done 
so, please do so. I can then include you in the 2015 Roster. 
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With the low membership submission thus far ( 68% return rate), there is a 
significant corresponding decrease in the budgeted income for the Association. As 
reported previously, the events of last year were a factor in reducing the available 
funds for this year and in the 2015 budget process, the Executive pared down all 
their requests to meet what we thought would be a reasonable membership roster. 
There is still some room to adjust the budget and if the membership does not 
reach the budgeted  amount, that will have to be done.

Treasurer’s Report by Phil Birkenheier

Treasurer Phil Birkenheier speaking at the Annual General 
meeting. 
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Bistro is For Sale

Professionally maintained by 
the RCYC marine yard for 
almost 50 years and with just 
two dedicated owners in all 
that time, I like to think she is a 
very good boat for anyone who 
loves that classic style of yacht 
that you and I enjoy.
Contact: James Roy 
( jamesroy@rogers.com)
cell: 416-316-9743
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Miscellaneous Updates:

• We’re still looking for your articles and photos of maintenance and upgrades. 
We know Albergers are a resourceful and skilled bunch, so any technical tips 
and suggestions are most welcome, preferably with photos.

• The Buy and Sell corner of the website has changed to Marketplace. Please 
let Webmaster Rob Feeney know of any gear, boats, or family members 
( kidding!) you’d like to divest yourself of, and we’ll do our best to help 
advertise them. 

• Members are encouraged to use the Contact Us link on the blog to send us 
feedback or to advise the Executive of upcoming events you’d like to see 
offered, whether it be a seminar on provisioning for a cruise or delving into 
the details of the Racing Rules. 

• Prior to upcoming events, members can 
expect a phone call from Director at Large 
David Tessier who heads up our Phone 
Committee (left). Chatting with David could 
be a good opportunity to share comments or 
suggestions.

• A reminder that all our newsletters are 
archived on our website, so a particular 
article or information can be easly accessed. 

• Please send in photos or ideas for subject 
matter for the next newsletter. Deadline for  
submission is June 20.

• Long-standing Cruise Director Bill Newman 
has stepped down, and anyone interested 
in filling the position for a one-year period is 
encouraged to contact Cathie Coultis. 
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New Life for an Alberg 30 by Jeff Willis

GLAA member Harry Black’s vintage Alberg 30 has received an extensive refit at the he hands of Larry Sliv-
inski, boat restorer extraordinaire. When not busy working at ( now-defunct )West Marine and currently  The 
Rigging Shoppe, Larry  has dedicated his time to transforming this somewhat timeworn classic into a true 
beauty. Most notable is the interior renovation: reconfiguring lockers, rebuillding the head compartment, 
repurposing the ice chest, and renewing the galley area are only some of the highlights of the remarkable 
project. I visited Larry on a raw Easter weekend to have a look in his purpose-built shop enclosing the boat. 
Outside, a cruel west wind rattled halyards through the yard, but inside was warm, cozy, and redolent with 
the scent of curing varnish. The photos serve to tell a better story.

Head compartment  details

Galley with new countertop, 
sink, and fiddle.

Basin and washstand in former 
hanging locker compartment
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Redone shelves and storage in the galley

Forepeak detail, replacing old 
pegboard with mahogany bat-
tens.

Reconfigured shelving in main 
saloon. Note the old lockers 
have been replaced with stepped 
shelves, and the stowage space has 
been repurposed.

Rebuilt forward hatch
Rebuilt Companionway 
Hatch

Original Companionway 
hatch

Below left: Reconfigured icebox
Below right: New electrical panel
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Sailboat Design Ratios or Why Buy An Alberg Designed Sailboat? 
by Jeff Willis

It’s a cold winter weekend, and I’m once again thinking about sailing. One of my favourite 
subjects is sailboat design, so naturally I’ve perused the internet for some more information. My 
venerable copy of Elements	of	Yacht	Design  by Norman Skene and C.A. Marchaj’s Seaworthiness have 
been so well thumbed they offer no new illuminations. But this fellow Eric Sponberg, now-he seems 
like a good source….( check him out…)

Sponberg lists about a dozen key elements of boat design in his article The Design Ratios, and 
he explains them thoroughly with illustrations to enhance the text. He levels his sights first at the 
Centre of Flotation, or CF.

Archimedes’ principle tells us that an object floating in water will displace a volume of water 
equal to its own weight. Extra weight added to the object will have the effect of displacing still more 
water. How that weight is distributed, though, is of particular interest. If extra weight is added to a 
floating body directly above its centre of flotation, the body will sink uniformly to depth that matches 
the extra weight’s displacement. However, if the weight is added to a location near a side or end, 
the body ( a boat, in this case) will trim in order to bring its centre of flotation in line with the weight. 
This applies not only to weights, but also forces. Thus, heeling brought about by forces on the sails 
make a boat behave as if extra weight is being added. If the boat’s proportions are not balanced, 
the tendency will be to trim down at the bow or stern at odd angles with effects on performance. 
Sponberg quotes examples of wide, shallow boats such as those used in the Vendee Globe races. 
With their broad sections aft, they behave like rockets downwind. This suits them in the conditions 
they primarily encounter, but as a rule they are poor performers to windward because as they heel, 
the larger aft sections raise the stern and drive the bow lower into the sea and away from the wind- 
not the desired direction. Sponberg maintains that a well-proportioned hull will keep its CF position 
no matter what its heading, with predictable and favourable performance in all conditions. He cites 
some famous examples from Nathaniel Herreshoff, whose boats moved the CF slightly forward 
when close reaching, enhancing their ability to lift to windward. It seems that in modern times many 
of the Herreshoff lessons have been forgotten. Sponberg closes his chapter with a denunciation of 
a modern design tenet: “powerful stern sections.” While they may increase downwind performance 
and give more habitability to the cockpit area, upwind performance is adversely affected. Marchaj is 
even more critical of this trend, showing how sailboats with these characteristics, regardless of rudder 
counteraction, have disturbing tendencies to round up and broach once the stern rises and the bow 
buries.  As the photographs in his text Seaworthiness demonstrate, the results are often spectacularly 
disastrous. 
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Well, all this comes as no surprise to Alberg sailors. Steeped in the traditions of 
Scandinavian yacht design, Carl Alberg’s boats suffer none of the ill effects of modern 
designs. With their modest entries forward, ample beam and weight distribution amidships, 
and graceful, tapering stern sections with just the right amount of overhang, Alberg designs 
have proven themselves stalwart performers in all conditions from light air whispers to 
roaring gales. Just ask those who have circumnavigated in them. True, the sail plans are 
ample, and reefing is required to offset being overpowered in strong breezes, but that is 
simply a mark of a tradition where reefing was more a fact of life than a major imposition. I 
consider it a small price to pay for an invaluable attribute:  a boat that can be relied upon to 
perform respectably in all conditions. The boats always answer their helms, never behave 
obstreperously downwind, and prompt such comments from seasoned sailors as, “Like 
sailing on rails….” 

With the increase in popularity of sailboats designed with extra-large cockpits 
and an emphasis on marina comforts over actual sailing, Alberg designs are losing 
currency. Moreover, aggressive marketing campaigns by mass-market production builders 
overshadow the virtues of these extraordinary vessels. It’s time to turn the tide, and insist 
on sailboats that actually sail, and can be relied upon to do so in any conditions without 
the assistance of a deck full of beefy human moveable ballast. Carl Alberg, the Herreshoffs 
-father and sons-, the Atkins, John Alden, Olin Stephens, Aage Neilson-these designers got 
it right then and their designs still have traction today. 

So if you or someone you know is considering acquiring a sailing vessel, look no 
further than one of the renowned Carl Alberg designs. Satisfaction is guaranteed. 
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 Triton Sails
I am pleased to introduce Triton Sails, the latest company to join the GLAA 
Partners Program.  From my first boat, a DS-16, in the mid ‘80s, I dealt with 
Joe Fernandes at Triton Sails. It was a pleasure to deal with Joe: always 
fair pricing, good quality work, and lots of good advice. I have never been 
tempted to go anywhere else.  Since Joe’s passing in 2002, Ron Lopes has 
carried on the family tradition with great sails, great service, and fair prices. 
Triton Sails is always busy, but they have never failed to have my sails 
ready when the season starts. Give them a try; you won’t be disappointed. 

Gord Martin
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Meanwhile, back in Wellers 

Bay, it’s business as usual for 

Cathie and the snowblower

Jeff Willis among cacti in Arizona

Rick and Celina Kent ride an elephant in Thailand

How Albergers spend their winters.......
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from the archives.........
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Sam and I love having the Blahs party so much that 
we have been doing it for almost 20 years! We will go 
on doing so until asked to stop. 
 
Last year I introduced a gentle theme, suggesting a 
Mediterranean menu. This year we celebrated another 
body of water, the Caribbean. Not everyone paid 
attention to the theme, but it was fun for those who 
wanted to join in. As always, the party is about  the 
people, not just the food. 
 
About twenty Albergers collected, with stories of 
trips, trials and tragedies, and a few tall tales.  Don 
and Phoebe usually bring us a thank you plant, and 
this year, with Janet’s help, out-did themselves and 
brought an orchid plant, my very first! Janet told me to 
feed it ice cubes every week, and I am glad to report 
that it is thriving on the diet, and sprouts nine blooms! 
 
 
Happy launching!  Ann and Sam Malcolmson

Winter Blahs 2015
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE – APRIL 6, 2015
 

Trent Port Marina

Docks and Breakwaters Status Update

QUINTE WEST, ON:  Based on the current weather forecast, 
Trent Port Marina is optimistic that the docks and breakwaters 
could be on their way to Quinte West from Gananoque  within 
the next two to three days. Kehoe Marine is waiting for the ice 
to break in the navigation channel. The south basin docks (212 
slips) and all dock services remain on schedule for installation 
prior to the May holiday weekend.

The marina building construction has not progressed as quickly 
as anticipated. While staff remain confident that the marina will 
be operational in time for the long weekend in May, they are 
working on contingency plans in the event that there are any 
further delays.  Details will be shared as plans become finalized.
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